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An Efficient Reconstruction Method for Nonuniform
Attenuation Compensation in Nonparallel
Beam Geometries Based on Novikov’s
Explicit Inversion Formula
Tianfang Li*, Member, IEEE, Jiangsheng You, Junhai Wen, and Zhengrong Liang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper investigates an accurate reconstruction
method to invert the attenuated Radon transform in nonparallel
beam (NPB) geometries. The reconstruction method contains
three major steps: 1) performing one-dimensional phase-shift
rebinning; 2) implementing nonuniform Hilbert transform; and
3) applying Novikov’s explicit inversion formula. The method
seems to be adaptive to different settings of fan-beam geometry
from very long to very short focal lengths without sacrificing
reconstruction accuracy. Compared to the conventional bilinear
rebinning technique, the presented method showed a better
spatial resolution, as measured by modulation transfer function.
Numerical experiments demonstrated its computational efficiency
and stability to different levels of Poisson noise. Even with complicated geometries such as varying focal-length and asymmetrical
fan-beam collimation, the presented method achieved nearly the
same reconstruction quality of parallel-beam geometry. This effort
can facilitate quantitative reconstruction of single photon emission
computed tomography for cardiac imaging, which may need NPB
collimation geometries and require high computational efficiency.
Index Terms—Attenuated Radon transform, nonuniform
Hilbert transform, NPB collimation geometry, phase shifting.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

INGLE photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)
is a cost-effective functional imaging modality. It aims to
reconstruct an image of the radiopharmaceutical distribution
within the body. The reconstruction is based on the detection
of photons emitted from the radiopharmaceuticals. Because of
physical effects such as attenuation, scatter, system response
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variation, and Poisson noise, etc, a simple filtered backprojection (FBP) algorithm does not reconstruct a quantitatively accurate image for the radiopharmaceutical distribution. Quantitative SPECT requires accurate compensation for attenuation and
other degradation factors.
Compensation for nonuniform attenuation in quantitative
SPECT image reconstruction is mathematically formulated
as an inversion of the attenuated Radon transform (AtRT)
[1]. Recently an explicit inversion formula for the AtRT has
been derived by Novikov for parallel-beam (PB) collimation
geometry using wave propagation and generalized distribution
theories [2], and later a simpler derivation of an equivalent formula was given by Natterer [3]. In many clinical applications,
however, nonparallel beam (NPB) collimation geometries may
be desired, such as fan-beam (FB), asymmetrical fan-beam
(AsF), or spatially varying focal-length fan-beam (VFF) geometries [4]–[6]. For FB geometry, an explicit inversion formula
was discovered by Bukhgeim and Kazantsev via solving the
boundary condition problem of a transport equation [7], [8].
Their algorithm performed well when a specific equi-angular
FB sampling was used [7]. However, applying the formula to
other geometries, for example an equi-spatial FB sampling
geometry, is not straightforward. The challenge becomes even
severer for deriving an explicit inversion formula for other
more complicated collimation geometries mentioned above.
To the best of our knowledge, there is not yet an exact inversion formula for the AtRT in NPB (especially AsF and VFF)
geometries, except for the ray-driven technique we developed
previously [9]. This technique is built on the fact that each line
integral in the NPB measurements corresponds to a line integral in the PB dataset. Due to the linearity of the inversion of
the AtRT (which can be considered as a weighted summation or
filtered backprojection operation) [1], each line integral can be
processed separately; and therefore the Novikov’s inversion formula for the AtRT in PB geometry can be applied to perform the
desired reconstruction in a NPB geometry ray-by-ray. However,
the computational cost of this ray-driven technique is consider, as compared to
of the
ably high as known as
Novikov’s inversion formula for PB geometry [3], [10].
In this work, we investigate an alternative reconstruction
method for the inversion of the AtRT in NPB geometries, which
preserves the same accuracy and efficiency as its ancestor for
PB inversion procedure. This alternative method is based on:
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1) the Novikov’s explicit inversion formula; 2) phase-shift
rebinning; and 3) nonuniform Hilbert transform (HT). Its
derivation is presented for the VFF geometry, of which the FB
geometry is a special case. Numerical studies are performed
for equi-spatial FB, VFF, and AsF geometries in the presence
of strongly nonuniform attenuating media, similar to that occur
in the human thorax. Its stability is tested for different focal
lengths of FB geometry and different levels of Poisson noise.
Its impact on spatial resolution is evaluated by comparing the
modulation transfer function (MTF) of different reconstruction
methods, which include the PB inversion formula (implemented
as [3], which is found to have a little better spatial resolution
than the implementation of [10]), the presented method for
NPB geometries, and a conventional rebinning technique using
bilinear interpolation (from NPB to PB geometries, so that the
PB inversion formula [3] can be used).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
basic notations are introduced for the considered NPB geometries. In Section III, brief reviews of the phase-shift rebinning
and the Novikov’s inversion formula are presented first, and
then extension of the Novikov’s inversion formula to NPB geometries is developed by the use of the phase-shift rebinning and
the nonuniform HT. Detailed implementation of the presented
reconstruction method is also summarized in this section. Finally, numerical simulation results are reported in Section IV to
show several properties of the presented reconstruction method.
II. BASIC NOTATIONS AND NONPARALLEL GEOMETRIES
The VFF geometry for SPECT is shown, as an example, in
Fig. 1. The acquired datum at point on the detector coordinate , is the line integral of radionuclide distribution
along line
, affected by attenuation given by the attenuation
, where is located on the detector focal
coefficient map
. The focal
plane in Fig. 1, corresponding to the focal length
point has a varying distance to the origin. When the focal
length increases from a minimum for rays passing through the
center to a maximum for rays passing through the edge of the
should increase with the absolute value
object, function
. A functional form can be
with and as
constants.
Assume that the initial position of the flat detector is parallel
to the -axis with distance from the origin. After the detector
is rotated around the origin from the initial position by angle ,
every projection ray at this position can be uniquely determined
. Comparing with the PB coordinates
,
by coordinates
see Fig. 1, we have the following relations:
(1)
The Jacobian from coordinates
(or
) is

(or

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional presentation in the (x; y ) plane of a varying
focal-length fan-beam collimation geometry. The collimation geometry
remains the same along the z -axis, which is perpendicular to the x y plane.

0

In discrete case, we assume that is evenly sampled in
points and is evenly sampled at points within the range
. In other words, the VFF projections
are ac, where
,
and
quired at
,
with
and
. The sampled points
can be mapped
to
according to (1) and displayed in the sinogram space
as Fig. 2(a). For comparison, Fig. 2(b) shows the sampled points
of PB projections in the same space. Obviously, the sampling
grid of Fig. 2(a) from VFF geometry is less uniform than that of
PB geometry of Fig. 2(b). However, as the first part of (1) indiare evenly distributed along
cates, for every fixed or ,
the vertical line of the corresponding radial distance for both
angle)
geometries. Since the sampling rate ( points over
or increment
along the angular axis are the same for both
the PB and NPB geometries, we assume that there is no essential
difference between these two sampling schemes at any single radial distance in terms of the information collected, except for a
phase shift in the frequency space. This phase-shifting property
is explicitly exploited in our reconstruction method derivation
in the next section.
A conventional reconstruction method for NPB geometries
may employ a bilinear interpolation to resample the nonuniform
grid of Fig. 2(a) to the uniform grid of Fig. 2(b), and then apply
the PB inversion formula to reconstruct the re-sampled data on
the uniform grid. The drawback of the re-sampling using nearby
grids is well known of losing the spatial resolution in reconstructed images. More discussions are given later.
at

) to coordinates
III. THEORY
(2)

where

is the derivative of

with respect to .

In this section, the basic theory for our reconstruction method
and its implementation are presented in VFF geometry without
loss of generality.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the sampling grids in sinogram space for (a) a VFF-beam geometry, and (b) a PB geometry. Each dot represents the location of one
corresponding projection ray in the sinogram space.

A. Phase-Shifting Property Between PB and NPB Collimation
Geometries
Let
denote the projection data in the VFF geometry,
and
be the projection data in the PB geometry. If a full
scan is performed along a circular orbit for each geometry, then
and
are -periodic functions of the view angle and
, respectively, and are related, as shown in Fig. 1, by the following equation:
(3)
By Fourier transform (FT) on the angular variables, it is easy
to show that a phase-shifting relation exists between these two
geometries

Fig. 3. Sampling grids in the sinogram space for the VFF projections of Fig. 2
after re-phasing. The sampling along the view angle axis becomes the same
as in PB geometry, while the sampling along the radial distance axis remains
nonuniform.

(4)
where

,

is defined as shifted Fourier series, and

(5)
With the Fourier coefficients, we can obtain the re-phased projection data
(6)
in which the angular positions at each radial distance are
aligned. These sampled points of the re-phased projection
, derived from the
data
, are illustrated in Fig. 3. Now the
measurements
angular sampling becomes uniform, i.e., the same as that of
the PB projection data, although the radial sampling remains

nonuniform, which is determined by the sampling function
, as compared to Fig. 2(b)
for the uniform radial sampling in the PB geometry. (Handling
the radial nonuniform sampling will be addressed later by
the implementation of the nonuniform HT). In practice, the
and
calculations of
are accomplished by the use of fast FT (FFT) and thus are
generally very efficient in computation for the phase shifting.
The above phase-shifting relation is essentially a kind of
functional interpolation (or rebinning) using Fourier technique.
Mathematically it has superior properties over the local interpolations that use a finite number of nearest-neighbor points for a
linear, spline or the like interpolation. The phase-shifting functional interpolation has high order accuracy, if the underlying
source distribution function is smooth [11], while the local
interpolation such as linear interpolation is limited to the first
order accuracy. In other words, if the source function can be
restored from the originally sampling data, which indicates that
the sampling rate is sufficiently high, then the re-phased data
with the same sampling rate should be able to restore the same
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function, while the local interpolation may not be able to do so.
The optimality of the phase-shifting functional interpolation
has actually been utilized implicitly by others for different
purposes. For example, P. J. Rivière et al. used it in developing
reconstruction algorithm for helical CT [12]; X. Pan et al. in
controlling the noise property of FB CT image reconstruction
[13], [14]; and J. You et al. in developing the circular harmonic
decomposition algorithms for inversion of the Radon transform
and the exponential Radon transform under VFF geometry
[15], [16].
B. Implementation of Novikov’s Inversion Formula and
Nonuniform HT for NPB Collimation Geometries
In order to present our reconstruction method for NPB geometries, we first briefly describe the Novikov’s inversion formula for PB geometry. In Fig. 4, a SPECT imaging system with
PB collimation geometry is illustrated. The photons, emitted
, are attenuated inside
from the radiotracer distribution
the body with coefficient distribution
before they arrive
be the accumulated photon counts at
at the detector. Let
position along projection or detector view angle in the PB
geometry, then
(7)

where
, and subscript denotes the
expression of a function in the rotating coordinate system
.
Equation (7) is the definition of the AtRT for PB geometry,
and the Novikov’s inversion formula can be expressed by our
notations as follows:
(8)

where

is the divergence operation,
,
, and
is called modified projection data

(9)
and
. Note that (8)
with
is a simplified version of the original formula in [2] or [3] by
removing the calculations of complex values. The operators ,
, and are defined as follows:
(10)

(11)

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional presentation of a parallel-beam detection system
geometry. The geometry remains the same along the z -axis perpendicular to
the x y plane.

0

Detailed derivation of the Novikov’s inversion formula can be
found in [2], [17]. Direct implementation of the inversion formula (8) or so-called generalized FBP algorithm for the AtRT
has been reported by selecting different kernels to approximate
in (10) [3], [10]. A classical FBP implementhe operator
tation for a simplified version of formula (8) has been investigated recently by the use of the conventional filters, such as
Ramp, Hanning, Shepp-Logan, etc. [18], where the two steps of
filtering the emission data and back-projecting the filtered emission data mimic the conventional FBP procedure [19], [20]. It
is noted that the inversion formula (8) has a similar form as the
convolution backprojection algorithm used in CT image reconstruction [1], [20], therefore, can be implemented by a FBP-type
procedure. The modified versions by the ray-driven technique
[9] and the method being presented below are no longer having
the convolution form.
The explicit inversion formula (8) is exact for continually
sampled data in PB geometry. By a one-dimensional (1-D) local
interpolation along the radial distance axis, it would be straightforward to apply the inversion formula to the re-phased nonuniof Fig. 3 for image
form data
reconstruction. However, the local interpolation usually would
result in the loss of reconstruction resolution [14] and will not
be explored in this work. In the following, we will rather retain the nonuniformly sampled projection data
, modify their related weighting functions in
the inversion formula (8), and employ nonuniform HT to ensure
an accurate image reconstruction without the 1-D interpolation.
into formula
Substitute
(8), and after a few calculations one can obtain an inversion
formula for the nonuniformly sampled PB projection data as
follows:

(12)
where

in (10) means the Cauchy principle value.

(13)
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addition, a so-called min-max criterion used in developing
the nonuniform FFT (NUFFT) [21], [22] could be useful in
examining the properties of different forms of nonuniform HT.
Detailed investigation on the impact of each form of HT on the
reconstruction is out of the scope of this paper.
C. Summary of the Presented Reconstruction Method for NPB
Geometries
(14)

In discrete presentation, it is often the case that is evenly
, as described before, then becomes nonsampled in
and
in (13) or
evenly sampled. For functions
in (14), which are sampled on nonuniform grids , their
discrete HT must be carefully evaluated. One method would be
as follows:
the use of the trapezoidal rule for a functional

(15)
By our previous study [18], however, it was found that the
direct implementation of HT via (15), which was essentially a
(0, if
), could result in the loss of
convolution with
image resolution. To avoid this possible drawback, we adopt the
continuous form of a low-pass filter proposed by Natterer for the
HT [3]
(16)

We summarize the implementation of the presented reconstruction method as follows:
to obtain the
1) Modify the NPB projection data
by the use of the phase-shifting
re-phased data
relation:

.
2) Calculate the following terms for the weighted projections, where the nonuniform HT of (18) is applied:
,
, and
a)
;
and
b)
;
c)
.
3) Perform the differentiation and backprojection operations for the reconstructed image of
, where the
Jacobian is given by (2) or

where
is the bandwidth. Then the HT of a functional
sampled on the nonuniform grid
can be derived as

(17)
and a discrete nonuniform version is expressed as follows:

The above derivation is based on the VFF geometry, but it
is straightforward to apply the reconstruction formula to other
NPB geometries by selecting different focal-length functions
. It is clearly seen that the complexity of the implementation for the NPB geometry reconstruction is at the same order
as that for the PB case. Numerical studies on the computational
efficiency and accuracy, as well as several other properties of the
NPB geometry reconstruction, are presented in the next section.
IV. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

(18)
It should be noted that different implementations of the
HT will affect the reconstruction property in general. The
HT plays a role as a regularization filter as in the classical
FBP reconstruction [18]–[20]. For example, Natterer [3] and
Kunyansky [10] used different implementation formulas for
HT and obtained different results. Therefore, the extended
nonuniform HT formula of (18), derived from (16), may be
replaced by another form of regularization techniques. In

In this section, we report computer simulation studies on the
presented NPB geometry reconstruction method. First, we show
that the method performs well for typical FB, VFF, and AsF
geometries in noise-free case, where the reconstruction accuracy is demonstrated by comparison of the reconstructed image
profiles with that of the digital phantom (ground truth) and by
relative error measurements on the reconstructed images. The
reconstruction time is also reported. Second, without loss of
generality, we study several properties of the method under FB
geometry also in noise-free case. These properties include the
stability to the variation of the focal length and the impact on
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Fig. 5. Two-dimensional presentation of the emission phantom (left) and the
attenuation map (right).

the reconstructed image resolution. Finally, the robustness to the
data noise is investigated with VFF geometry.
The emission map used in the simulations was the twodimensional (2-D) Shepp-Logan mathematical phantom. The
attenuation map contained several ellipse structures with three
different attenuation coefficient values similar to those of water,
soft tissues, and bones in human being for 140 keV photons
(from Tc-99m radiotracer), see Fig. 5. Emission map
and attenuation map
were sampled in a grid of 256
256. Projections
were sampled with 256 bins
by 256 views evenly spaced on 360 for a corresponding
geometry. Each projection datum was computed by the line
integral through the phantom maps. Without specifically
stating, the same configurations will be applied in the following
simulations.
A. Image Reconstruction for FB, VFF, and AsF Geometries
In the first simulation experiment, we tested the presented
reconstruction method for FB geometry. The focal length was
62.5 cm, the radius of rotation (ROR) was 17.5 cm, the detector
size/length was 48 cm (evenly sampled by 256 detector bins
of size 0.19 cm), and the image pixel size was 0.125 cm. The
simulated noise-free sinogram and its reconstructed image by
the presented method are shown in Fig. 6(a). In Fig. 6(b), we
compare the horizontal profiles of both the reconstructed image
and the phantom. Excellent agreement is observed.
In the second experiment, we tested the method for the VFF
geometry, where the focal length function was
with
, and
. The detector size/length remained
48 cm (evenly sampled by 256 detector bins of size 0.19 cm),
and the ROR also remained 17.5 cm. The focal lengh varied
from minimum of 40 cm to maximum of 178.24 cm (when
). The noise-free simulation results are shown in Fig. 7(a).
The horizontal profiles (drawn at the locations as that in Fig. 6)
of the reconstructed image and the phantom are compared in
Fig. 7(b). Excellent agreement is seen.
In the third experiment, the method was tested for the AsF
geometry. The AsF configuration is presented in Fig. 8. The flat
detector of 60 cm was equidistantly sampled by 256 bins (with a
size of 0.23 cm). Different from their purpose of increasing the
field-of-view (FOV) with data truncation [6], we expanded the
detector size to avoid the truncation (the size is slightly larger
than the currently available size of 54 cm of Siemens E-CAM
system for the purpose of testing the algorithm). The simulated

Fig. 6. (a) The simulated noise-free sinogram (left) and its reconstructed image
(right) for FB geometry with a regular focal length of 62.5 cm. (b) The horizontal
profiles of the FB reconstruction, where the red dotted line is the profile of
the reconstructed image and the black solid line is the profile of the phantom.
The upper plot shows the profiles through the central horizontal line and the
lower plot shows the zoomed profiles across the three tiny objects.

noise-free sinogram and its reconstructed image, as well as their
horizontal profiles, are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b). Excellent
agreement is demonstrated.
If the detector size in Fig. 8 is reduced, truncation may occur,
e.g., in the case as illustrated in [6] for the purpose of increasing
the FOV of transmission scans in a combined CT/SPECT
system. By a fully circular 360 scan, the acquisition from
the truncated geometry could completely sample the data
even with nonuniform attenuation. This observation has been
speculated recently by others [23]–[25], which is one topic of
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Fig. 8. Two-dimensional presentation of an asymmetrical fan-beam
detection system geometry. The geometry remains the same along the z -axis
perpendicular to the x–y plane.

comparison, we also plotted the horizontal profiles of the reconstructed image from the Novikov’s inversion formula (implemented by Natterer) for the PB geometry [3] and compared
them to that of the phantom, see Fig. 10. The detector bin size
was equal to the pixel size (0.125 cm) in the PB simulation.
The performance of our NPB geometry reconstruction method
is very close to that of the PB inversion formula.
For a quantitative evaluation, we calculate the “total relative
error” for each reconstructed image, which is defined as
(19)
where is the intensity of pixel in the phantom image, and
is the intensity of pixel in the reconstructed image. The calculations were performed in the region of interest (ROI) that was defined by the outmost boundary of the Shepp-Logan phantom, see
Fig. 5. All negative pixel intensity values inside the ROI were
zeroed before the calculation. The results are listed in Table I,
along with the computation time for a 256 256 image array
size. For a lower resolution reconstruction of 128 128 image
size from 128 128 projection rays, the relative error and computation time are given in Table II.
B. Resolution Comparison With Currently Available Methods
Fig. 7. (a) The simulated noise-free sinogram (left) and its reconstructed image
(right) for the VFF geometry with a quadratic form of focal length F (s) =
as + b, where a = 0:24, and b = 40. (b) The horizontal profiles of the VFF
reconstruction, where the red dotted line is the profile of the reconstructed image
and the black solid line is the profile of the phantom. The upper plot shows the
profiles through the central horizontal line and the lower plot shows the zoomed
profiles across the three tiny objects.

the short-scan problems. Another similar topic is the limited
angle scanning geometry rather than the truncation by a small
detector. Analytical solutions to these short-scan problems for
the inversion of the AtRT are yet to be worked out.
From the above three experiments, the presented reconstruction method demonstrated excellent performance for FB, VFF,
and AsF geometries. The horizontal profiles of the reconstructed
images match closely to that of the ground truth. For a further

From the above experiments, we observed that the presented
method can reconstruct quantitatively accurate and artifacts-free
images for NPB geometries. In this section, we show the resolution properties with comparison to the PB inversion formula and
the conventional rebinning technique by bilinear interpolation.
First, for verification of each method, SPECT sinograms were
simulated numerically for both PB and FB geometries. The detector size/length was 54 cm (for Siemens E-CAM system), the
ROR remained 17.5 cm, and the focal length of the FB collimator was 45 cm. The detector was evenly sampled into 256 bins
for both PB and FB geometries. Image reconstructions were performed by the Natterer’s implementation for the PB simulation
[3], and by the presented method and rebinning technique for the
FB simulation. To see the visual difference, the noise-free reconstructed images of the Shepp-Logan phantom are presented in
Fig. 11(a). All methods reconstructed excellent images by visual
judgment, as expected. However, there is some difference on the
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Fig. 10. The horizontal profiles of the PB reconstruction, where the red dotted
line is the profile of reconstructed image and the black solid line is the profile of
the phantom. The upper plot shows the profiles through the central horizontal
line and the lower plot shows the zoomed profiles across the three tiny objects.

TABLE I
THE RELATIVE ERROR AND COMPUTATION TIME FOR 256
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION ON A PC PENTIUM III
WITH 550-MHz CPU AND 256 MB RAM

2 256

TABLE II
THE RELATIVE ERROR AND COMPUTATION TIME FOR 128
IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION ON A PC PENTIUM III
WITH 550-MHz CPU AND 256 MB RAM

2 128

Fig. 9. (a) The simulated noise-free sinogram (left) and its reconstructed
image (right) for the AsF geometry as illustrated in Fig. 8. (b) The horizontal
profiles of the AsF reconstruction, where the red dotted line is the profile of
the reconstructed image and the black solid line is the profile of the phantom.
The upper plot shows the profiles through the central horizontal line and the
lower plot shows the zoomed profiles across the three tiny objects.

object boundaries in the images. This difference is detailed by
the image profiles as shown in the left plot of Fig. 11(b) and by
a MTF study below using a point source [the results are shown
in the right-hand plot of Fig. 11(b)].
A point source was used to measure the PSF (point spread
function) of each reconstruction method and calculate their
MTF’s by the method described in [26] and [27]. In this simulation study, a point source of 0.25 mm in diameter was located
at an arbitrary position (a pixel position (48, 36) in this study),
and the nonuniform attenuation map was the same as shown
in Fig. 5. The reconstructed PSF 2-D images were Fourier

transformed, and an averaged MTF (denoted by AMTF) was
obtained for each method by averaging the MTF’s over
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 11. (a) The reconstructed images from the presented NPB method (left), the rebinning technique for NPB data (middle), and the PB formula (right).
(b) Left plot shows the zoomed horizontal profiles across the three tiny objects in the images of Fig. 11(a) and phantom. Right plot shows the average MTF
for different reconstruction methods. The blue broken lines in both the plots are from the presented NPB reconstruction method, the black dash-dotted lines are
from the rebinning technique for the same NPB geometry, and the red dotted lines are from the PB Natterer’s implementation. The black solid line in the left plot
is from the phantom.

angles in the 2-D Fourier space. The results are shown in the
right plot of Fig. 11(b).
The resolution improvement from PB to FB geometry is seen
with the presented reconstruction method (due to the FB amplification geometry), while the benefit is lost if a bilinear interpolation rebinning technique is applied to transform the FB projection data to PB data and then reconstruct the transformed data
by the Natterer’s inversion formula. However, further investigation on the resolution gain is needed when spatially-variant FB
collimator PSF is included, because the variable PSF and different compensation strategies have a significant effect on the
resolution.
C. Stability to the Variation of the Focal Length
In this section, another property of the presented reconstruction method—the stability to the variation of the focal length
is studied, which reflects the system amplification factor. For
this study, the simulations were performed for FB geometry,
with the focal length varying from very large (infinity) to very
short one. The detector size/length was 48 cm, and the ROR
remained 17.5 cm. The simulated nose-free sinograms and corresponding reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 12. As the
focal length becomes shorter, the reconstructed images remain

the same quality. The reconstruction generated artifact-free images within the central FOV region, even if truncation occured at
the FOV periphery (for example, when the focal length reduced
to 60 cm and 50 cm in Fig. 12). These results demonstrate the
stability of the proposed algorithm as the focal length reduces
until data truncation.
D. Robustness to the Noise in Measurements
To include noise in simulation studies, each datum in the simulated noise-free VFF projections (in Section IV-A) above was
assumed as the mean or average from its multiple measurements. This mean was inputted to a Poisson random-number
generator to provide a noisy realization of the datum. By applying the random generator to all the noise-free data elements,
a noisy realization of the sinogram was obtained, mimicking a
SPECT study in the practice. Three different noise level sinograms were generated by scaling the noise-free data and then
adding the Poisson noise. The count levels were approximately
1) 1 000 000, 2) 100 000, and 3) 10 000 counts, for each view of
256 bins. The noisy sinograms and the reconstructed images are
shown in Fig. 13.
Apparently, some details in the reconstructed images disappear due to the Poisson noise. Also, the reconstructed image
includes randomized spots across the FOV that are common to
FBP or other analytical and iterative reconstructions of Poisson-
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The simulated sinograms (top) and their reconstruction results (bottom) for FB geometry with different settings of the focal length.

Fig. 13. The simulated sinograms with different levels of Poisson noise (top) and their corresponding reconstructed images (bottom) under VFF geometry.
(a) 1 M counts per view of 256 bins, (b) 100 K counts per view of 256 bins, and (c) 10 K counts per view of 256 bins.

noise projections without regularization or penalty on the noisy
data. Nevertheless, the fairly good compensation for nonuniform attenuation is still observed in these noisy cases. In addition, no obvious artifact is seen with the increase of noise.
Accurate treatment of the Poisson noise or extraction of signal
from the Poisson noise sinogram for the inversion formula or
reconstruction method is an important issue, and detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this work.
The high resolution study of Fig. 13 may not reflect current
clinical situations, although it is interesting to show the noise
property at different noise levels. Therefore, we repeated the
above simulation studies for a lower resolution reconstruction
using 128 128 array size and lower photon count close to a
clinical exam. The repeated study for the same VFF geometry
is presented below.
Four different noise levels were simulated per view of
128 bins and a total of 128 views were generated on a circular
orbit. The sinograms are shown on the top row of Fig. 14,
with total counts per view 30 000, 10 000, 5000, and 2000,
respectively. These noisy sinograms were reconstructed by

the presented analytical inversion method (second row), and
also by the well-established iterative maximum-likelihood–
expectation-maximization (inverse problems) algorithm (third
and forth rows) for comparison purpose. The third row shows
the images reconstructed by the inverse problems algorithm
with 50 iterations. Both the inverse problems algorithm and
the presented analytical method show a similar performance as
noise level goes up. Since the inverse problems reconstructed
image varies for different iteration numbers, we terminated
the iterative process when the iterated image started to be
deteriorated or divergent. The bottom row shows the visually
best results at their corresponding iteration numbers.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an efficient reconstruction
method for extending PB to NPB collimation geometries
with nonuniform attenuation. The method re-aligns the NPB
projection data along the view direction for all detector bins
by the phase-shifting relation and implements appropriately
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Fig. 14. The simulated sinograms of 128 128 size with different levels of Poisson noise (top row) and their corresponding reconstructed images under VFF
geometry. From left to right: 30 K counts per view of 128 bins, 10 K counts per view of 128 bins, 5 K counts per view of 128 bins and 2 K counts per view of
128 bins. The second row shows the reconstructed images from the presented method. The third and forth rows are the reconstructed images from the inverse
problems algorithm with different iteration numbers.

the nonuniform HT, so that the Novikov’s inversion formula
can be extended accurately and efficiently from PB to NPB
geometries. By numerical simulations it has been shown that
the presented NPB reconstruction method has comparable
reconstruction quality and computation efficiency as the PB
geometry formula and is robust to the variation of focal length
(which is related to the system amplification factor) and the
quantum noise in measurements. At the current reconstruction
128 array size, the presented analytical
resolution of 128
FBP-type method showed a similar performance as the iterative
inverse problems algorithm does as the noise level goes up.
By an appropriate termination of the inverse problems iterative process, a good tradeoff on noise and resolution can be
achieved. Similarly, by selecting a proper filter function and
cutoff frequency in the analytical inverse formula, one may also
expect to achieve a good tradeoff on noise and resolution. At
higher resolution and dynamic studies, the analytical method

may have the advantage in reconstruction time. The presented
mathematical derivation is not only of theoretical interest, but
also has practical significance in the sense that it may lead to
quantitative SPECT in the future with additional compensation
for other degradation factors, such as PSF variation, scatter,
and the Poisson noise [28]–[32].
Regarding the noise in the attenuation map, our implementation of (13) has two terms after the partial derivative operation [19]: one is dominated by the attenuation map and the
other by the emission data. The noise property in the attenuation map can be modeled in the first term, and the Poisson noise
will be treated for the second term [31]. Scatter compensation
within the analytical framework may be performed in the sinogram space using the multiple energy window measurements on
the energy spectra or list-mode acquisition [29]. The feasibility
of correcting the spatially-variant PSF in NPB geometries has
been shown in [28]. Integrating all these effects for FB colli-
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mated quantitative brain SPECT with uniform attenuation was
reported in [32]. Further investigation along the track of [32] for
nonuniform attenuation and NPB collimation geometries is our
next research task.
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